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We prove the inherent ambiguity of certain context-free languages, the 
prototype of which is L = {s2t I t = v'gv, s, v, v" ~ {0, 1}*}, (g is the reflection 
of s). Actually, we prove that in general the degree of ambiguity of s2t is, as 
expected, at least he number of factorizations t = v'gv. We also prove inherent 
direct ambiguity (of infinite degree) of certain languages, and the recursive 
unsolvability of that property. 
1. Let Z* denote the free monoid over an alphabet Z, with the 
identity A, and let Z+ = 27* - -  {A}. We use the notation I x ] for the length 
of a word x ~ Z* and x Cy  (x is contained in y, x is a subword of y, or some- 
times x is a block in y) means that y-~ xuv for suitable u, v ~Z*.  I f  
g ~ O"10" 2 . . .  O- R ~ S ~ O- R . . .  0-20-1 . 
Consider the following set (or "language") in {0, 1, 2}+: 
L = {s2v'~v I , ,  v, v '~  {0, 1}*}. 
Our main purpose here is to establish the following intuitively expected 
result: Let G be any context-free grammar for L. For "most"  of the words 
x ~ s2t eL ,  the degree of ambiguity of x with respect o G is not smaller 
than the number of different factorizations t = v'~v. Thus L is inherently, 
and unboundedly, ambiguous. Actually, with a little more effort we prove in 
Section 4 a similar result for a wide family of languages defined in Section 2 
and also treat in Section 5 the more restrictive concept of direct ambiguity 
introduced by Earley (1968). 
The proofs presented here emerged from stimulating conversations with 
Professor S. Eilenberg. The article is essentially self-contained, including 
the basic definitions concerning context-free grammars and ambiguity in 
Section 3. 
2. We first describe the family of languages under consideration. 
Let Z contain the symbol 0 and some other symbols but not the symbol 2. Let 
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q5 be an antimorphism from Z '+ into the semigroup of nonempty context-flee 
(cf. Section 3) subsets of Z+. Thus • is determined by assigning to each ~ ~ Z 
a context-free language q~(~) and by the requirement 
• (xy) = ¢(y )  ¢(x). 
Let M, N be context-free languages in Z* (they may include the empty word 
A). Then 
L(¢, M, N)  = (s2v'6(s)v I s E Z*, v' ~ M, v ~ N, ¢(s) ~ q~(s)} (2.1) 
is easily seen to be context-free. (Indeed, it is obtained from {s2/x~v} by the 
substitution a---~ q)(a), /,---> M, v--+ N on the "right hand side".) The 
languages we shall consider are finite unions of (2.1): 
L = ~J L(q)~, M~, N~). (2.2) 
¢¢ 
We could get a more general family by restricting s in (2.1) to a regular 
subset of Z*, or by defining q~ on a subsemigroup {x 1 ..... xr} + C Z + which 
is isomorphic to a free semigroup on r letters. Such generalizations are useful 
in various occassions, for example if one wants to "code" languages over 
alphabets with several etters into two-letters alphabet. 
For the construction of simple examples exhibiting inherent ambiguity or 
inherent direct ambiguity, or the recursive unsolvability of these properties, 
we need only the simplest antimorphism ~(x)= {~}, which is actually 
a function from Z + onto Z +, and we do not need union in (2.2). But the proofs 
for the wider family (2.2) are hardly different provided we impose one more 
condition on • (or all #~). This condition is not absolutely necessary, but 
makes the combinatorial argument much easier and more transparant. This 
is the condition of zero separation: 
¢(0) = {0}, ¢(o) c {z  - {0}}+, o s 2,  ~ :/= o. (2.3) 
3. Let G be a context-free grammar for L of (2.2). By this we mean 
(I) G has a set of productions w: {~--~ x~}, where ~ are auxiliary 
symbols not in Z. The symbols of Z and '2' (and words over them) are called 
terminal, x~ may contain symbols of both kinds and also I x~ [ ~> 2, except 
possibly if x, is a single terminal symbol. A certain distinguished auxiliary 
symbol ~0 is the start symbol .We denote by y ~ z the application of the 
production 7r. This relation holds if y ~ u~v,  z ~ ux~v for certain u, v. I f  
u is a terminal word, we have a left application of 7r. The relation y derives 
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z (y ~ z) holds i fy  = z o ~ z 1 ~ "'" ~ z r = Z for some r ~ 0, z o ,..., z~. 
This is a left derivation of z f rom y if all applications of %. are left. Every 
derivation can be rearranged to a unique left derivation (of z from y) and any 
two derivations are different if the corresponding left derivations are different. 
A derivation of z is a derivation of z from ~0 • The degree of ambiguity of z 
(in the grammar G) is the number a(z) of different derivations of z. (a(z) > 0 
if there is some derivation of z). For an auxiliary (, L e = {z terminal I ~ ~ z}. 
In particular, 
L(G)  = Leo = the language of G ~ {z terminal ] (0 ~ z} 
= (z terminal I a(z ) > 0}. 
We further assume that 
(II) G is reduced, i.e., if ~ is an auxiliary symbol, then ~0 :~ y~z for 
certain y and z, and ( ~ t for a certain terminal word t. 
(I I I) L e is an infinite set. 
Indeed, if someL¢ are finite, we can substituteL e for ~: in all the productions, 
omit these ~'s and obtain a new gramamr for L which satisfies (III). This 
process (as well as reducing a grammar and eliminating nonincreasing 
productions) does not increase the ambiguity a(z). 
4. For the grammar G described in Section 3, we set 
Q = {~ l f L u2v ,u ,veX*} .  
Clearly, ~:o ~ Q. A left derivation in G has the form 
~o ~ dl~lel ~ dld2~2e~ea ~ "'" ~ dl "'" d~(ke~ ""e l  
=> d 1 ... dk+12ek+l .-. e 1 ~ s2t eL ,  (4.1) 
where ~j ~ Q. Moreover, 4 E Z'*. Indeed, any auxiliary 7/ in some dj can 
derive arbitrary long terminal words by (III), and one could get s2t eL  with 
I s i > r t I, but this is impossible for a language of the form (2.1) or (2.2). 
I f  ~:i = (~ = ( for some i < j  in (4.1), then 
~ d,+l "'" d, fe~ .'.e,+~ = f~g. (4.2) 
I f  i f [  > 0, then necessarily [g l>  0 and the derivation (4.1) contains a 
derivation loop with the left period f ( f  is terminal). The derivation (4.1) 
also contains a subderivation of a terminal word g' from g; so that ~ =gf~g' 
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is also a subderivation of (4.1) and g' is the right period of the loop. We shall 
usually denote a loop by ~ ~ f~f ,  ,f,  f ,  ~ Z+. 
Returning to (4.1), we observe that in any subsequence of it containing 
card (O) or more arrows some symbol ~ a Q must recur twice. Hence, one can 
easily determine a number/~, depending only on the grammar G, such that 
whenever D is a derivation of s2t = uwu'2t~L and [w[~/~,  then w 
contains the left per iodf  of a derivation loop of D: ~ ~f~f ,  and moreover, 
1<~ifl  ~<~, lf ,  I >~1. 
Before stating the main theorems, we introduce a Notational convention: 
Writing x ~ wO~w ' means that w = ua, w '= a'u' with a, a ' :~0 ,  i.e., 
the indicated block of m zeros is not contained in a larger block of zeros. 
By the zero separation condition (2.3) we can write ¢(x) = ¢(w')0~¢(w), 
and this is consistent with our convention. Such blocks 0 ~ are called m-blocks. 
THEOREM 1. Let s = uOmu ', m ~ ix, and let D be a derivation of s2t eL.  
Consider a loop ~ :~ f ~f  , of D such that f = O r, 1 ~ r ~ i ~, is contained in 
the indicated m-block of s (suck a loop exists since m ~ t~). Then 
(i) f ,  = 0 r and t has a factorization 
t = v'¢(s)v = v'¢(u') 0m¢(u)v, v' e M~, v e N~, ¢(s) ~ ¢~(s) (4.3) 
(for a suitable ~), such that f .  = O r is contained in the indicated m-block of t. 
(ii) The factorization (4.3) is coherent with D in the sense that the map: 
s--+ (the factor ¢(s) in t) induces a 1 -- I order inverting map of the blocks (with 
iz or more zeros) in s onto the blocks in the factor ¢(s), such that for any loop 
~' ~ g~' g .  (g = g .  = 0 ~') of D, the block containing goes to the block con- 
taining g .  (this induced map on blocks is called the image map). 
(iii) I f  the image maps corresponding to derivations D and D' of s2t are 
different (i.e., i f  for some block of s the images under D and D' are different 
blocks in t), then D and D' are different derivations. 
Proof. (i) Repeating the given loop in D k-~ 1 times, we obtain 
a derivation D e of s~2te L, where s k ~- uOm+~ku ' (s o = s). Then for some 
choice of a and q~ ~ q~(the choice may, at this stage, depend on k), 
¢(s~) = ¢(u') 0~+~¢(u) C t~ = w'f~.+~w (4.4) 
This is impossible for large k if f ,  contains a symbol different from zero, or 
if f .  has less than r zeros, or i f f ,  has more than r zeros. Thus f ,  = 0 ~. On 
the other hand, if we write t o -~ t ~ z'Om'z, indicating the m'-block con- 
ta in ingf . ,  then t~ ~ z'O~'+~Z:z. Now, we compare with (4.4) for a large fixed 
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k 0 for which we are sure that the indicated 0 m'+rk° is the only such block 
in tk0. Then we must have m -~ m', z ' -~  v'¢(u'), z = (~(u)v with suitable 
¢(u), ¢(u'). But with these choices of ¢(u), ¢(u') we have t~ : v'¢(sk)v for 
every k >/0  including t o ~ t. 
(ii) I f  D contains another loop ~' + g~'g, ,  g = 0 ~', we can repeat it 
independently of the loop ~ ~f~f ,  considered above, and conclude by the 
same arguments that if g and f are in the same m-block of s, then f ,  and g ,  
must be in the same block of t (cf. (iii) below); while i fg  andf  are in different 
blocks and separated by w, then g ,  and f ,  appear in reverse order in t and 
must be separated by ¢(w). 
(iii) I f  D and D' were the same derivation, we are in the situation of 
the proof of (ii), with the two loops being parts of the same derivation 
and f, g in the same block of s. Hence, f ,  and g ,  would be in the same block 
of t (otherwise if we repeat the loops k+ 1 and h '+ 1 times we get 
skk,2tkk, eL  with skk, containing an m + rk + r'k'-block, tk~, containing only 
smaller blocks with m + rk and m' + r'k' zeros), contrary to the assumption 
of (iii). 
Let p denote the least common multiple of all the distinct periods r ~/z  
of derivations of the form ( ~ 0r(0 ~ in G, s e 6 Q. Like/~, p depends only on G 
and p ~</~! 
THEOREM 2. Let s = uOm+~u ', m >~ iz. Assume t does" not contain an 
m-block. Then every factorization 
t = v'¢(u') 0"+~¢(u)v = v'¢(s)v, v' E M~,  v c N~, ¢(s) ~ q~(s), (4.5) 
is coherent with a derivation D of s2t ~ L. Two factorizations of t of the form (4.5) 
for which the distinguished blocks 0 ~+p are disjoint in t correspond to different 
derivations of s2t. Hence, the ambiguity of s2t is at least the number of such 
different f actorizat ions. 
Pro@ With the same choice of¢(u), ¢(u') as in (4.5), set 
= uOmu ', ~ = v'¢(u')O"~¢(u)v = v'¢(~)v. (4.6) 
Then g2{ eL  and has a derivation 25. Comparing [ with t in (4.5), we conclude 
that the indicated block 0 ~ is unique in [; hence, it must be the image (under 
the image map associated with 25 by Theorem i) of the indicated m-block of g, 
and (4.6) gives the coherent factorization of ~. This means that 25 contains 
a loop which contributes periods 0 ~ to these m-blocks in g and L Repeating 
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this loop p/r -[- 1 times, we obtain a derivation D of s2t with which the factor- 
ization (4.5) is coherent. The last statement of the theorem follows now 
from Theorem 1 (iii). 
COROLLARY 1. Any grammar for the language {s2v'~v l s, v', v E {0, 1} +} 
has an unbounded degree of ambiguity. 
Proof. Take s2t with s = 10nl, n />/~ + p. If  t has N blocks 10nl but 
no blocks 10~1 for some m, iz ~ m ~ n -- p, then by Theorem 2 the degree 
of ambiguity of s2t is at least N. 
In fact, since we can use other types of blocks and the conditions of 
Theorem 2 are on the whole quite mild, we can state that for "most"  words 
s2t the degree of ambiguity would be at least the number of distinct occur- 
rences of ~ in t. However, this statement cannot be true for almost all words 
s2t. For example, we can omit from the language regular sets like z~2g ,k and 
construct special unambiguous grammars for them. 
5. Let G be a context-free grammar with a set of production H. 
Consider the relation 
fo  ~ "ql " ' "  ~]k ~ t l  " ' "  t~, where ~/j ~ t~, 1 ~<j ~< k. (5.1) 
The degree of direct ambiguity of a pair (t, rr) is the number of different 
factorizations t = t 1 ".. t k such that (5.1) holds. The degree of direct ambi- 
guity of G, da(G), is the least upper bound (possibly oo) of the degrees of 
(t, ~r) for rr~17; t eL(G). The notion was introduced by Earley (1968), 
where it plays an important role in connection with time estimates of algo- 
rithms for context-free recognition and parsing. Clearly, da(G)~ a(G), 
however, it is possible that da(G)= 1 while a(G) (the ordinary ambi- 
guity) = or. In fact, the language considered above 
{s2v'~v J s, v', v ~ {0, 1) +) 
has the grammar G 
2o-+ 2oO, ~o-+ 2ol, 2o ~ 060, ~o-+ 161, 
21-+ 060, 6 - "  161, 6-+ o~o, 6-*  1~1, 
~:~ --+ 230, ~a ~ ~1, ~2 --+ 20, ~2 -+ 21. 
~o --~ 60, ~o~ 61, 
This is a linear grammar and da(G)= 1, as one can easily verify, but 
a(G) = oo for this and any other G, by Corollary 1 in Section 4. 
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We shall construct languages L such that 
da(L) = m~n{da(G) I G is a grammar for L} ~ oo. 
We consider languages of the form 
L¢o"'(41, 4 2, M, N) = {s12t3s ~[ s l ,  s z e / * ,  t -- 'ut¢l(s1) ¢2(s2)~ , 
v ~ M,  ~' ~ N,  ~i(s~) ~ 4i(s,), i - 1, 2}. (5.2) 
Where, as in Section 2, 41 and 4 ~ are antimorphisms satisfying (2.3), M 
and N are context-free languages. The use of a new symbol '3' as a second 
separation marker is just a matter of convenience. Again we can consider 
finite unions of (5.2). 
5(2) = U r(2)(~2, ~,  M~, x~) = U L~ ). (5.3) 
e~ c~ 
Let G be a grammar for LI~). For the purpose of estimating from below 
of direct ambiguity, we may assume that G satisfies (I)-(I I I) of Section 3. 
We partition the variables of G to four classes, X,  Y, I ,  E, consisting of 
the variables which derive words containing both 2 and 3, 2 but not 3, 
3 but not 2, neither 2 nor 3, respectively. Any derivation in G starts off by 
~o ~ cl( ldl  ~ clq~flo"dl ~ "'" ~ cl "'" ck(~dk"" dl 
q""  c~c~+l~k+#~ "'" dl ,  (5.4) 
where ~:i e X. Moreover ci , d~ are terminal words and k ~< card(X) (otherwise, 
there is an auxiliary in ci or di,  or there is a loop ~: ~f~f . ,  ~ E )2, in (5.4); 
in each case, we could derive words s12t3s 2 with I t l bounded and s 1 or so 
too long). Finally, ~ ~ Z, ~ e Y and e may contain auxiliaries from E only. 
Let I I '  be the subset of productions of the form ~ --~ c~%e~d~,  ~ ~ X ,  
~7~  Y, ~ E Z. Yrom the preceding paragraph, it follows that all possible 
derivations up to the point ~r ~ H '  is applied can be enumerated: 
~o ~ c(~)c~?~e~cl,, d(~) = X~ (~), 1 <~ 13 <~ n= , rr e H '  (5.5) 
and the number v = H,~ n, n~ depends only on the grammar G. Thus, the 
language L(G) breaks up to a union of v languages, L(G) = u L~ ¢), all having 
the same grammar G but L f  ) starts with the initial word X f  ). Note that 
when s12t3s 2eL~ ¢), then 
sa2t3s 2 = c(S)e.yezd, (e), with ~7~ ~ Y, e, ~ e, ~. ~ z, (5.6) 
and y contains 2, z contains 3. 
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Now a language of the form (5.2) (or each L~ 2) in (5.3)) can be written as 
{s12v'¢l(sl) w I v' e M; w = ¢e(s~) v3s2 , v e N}  
= {w'¢2(s2) v3s~ I v '  = &2v'¢'(&), v' e M; v e N}.  
The languages {512M~1(sl)}, {¢2(s2)N3s2} are both context-free (they are 
actually unambiguous if M and N are such, and our language (5.2) is their 
product). Thus (5.2) can be put in the form (2.1) and in the dual (reflected) 
form. Theorems 1 and 2 apply of course to a grammar G for (5.2) (or the union 
(5.3)) in both ways, with constants txx, Px and/x2, P2. We actually have 
THEOREM 3. Let si =- uiOm*+r'ui ', mi >/ I~,  i ~ 1, 2. Assume t does not 
contain mi-blocks, i -~ 1, 2. Then every factorization 
t = V'41(Ul ') 0m:t+~l~l(Ul) ¢2(U2) 0m~+~42(U2')V 
= v'¢l(&) ee(s2)v , v' ~ M~,  v e N~,  ¢i(si) E qS~'(si), i = I, 2 (5.7) 
is both ways coherent with a derivation D of s12t352 eL  (z). Factorizations for 
which the distinguished 0 ~+m blocks are differently situated in t correspond to 
different derivations. 
The proof, being similar to that of Theorem 2, is omitted. Now, if two 
different derivations of s12t3s z (s i as in Theorem 3) start with ~0 ~ X(~ ) for 
the same values of 7r and/3 (cf. 5.5)), but lead to different factorizations (5.6), 
then a direct ambiguity arises for s12t3s ~and the production rr. This will 
surely happen if in the corresponding coherent factorizations (5.7) for t, the 
distinguished subwords 0ml+~¢l(ul)¢~(u2)0 ~2+~* are disjoint in t. Indeed, 
the factor e in (5.6) must be contained inside this distinguished subword, 
since some zeros of 0 ~+~ and 0~+% coming from the loops acting around 2 
and around 3, must come from ~7~ and ~=, respectively. This reasoning 
enables us to estimate the (inherent) degree of direct ambiguity for languages 
of the form L (2). For example, we have 
COROLLARY 2. Let L = {s12w'~l~2w3s 2 ] st,  s~, w, w' e{O, 1}*}. Then 
da(L )  = ~.  
Proof. Take si = 10~q, n~ >~/z i -l- Pz, i : 1, 2. Let t have more than 
2(v -  1)K factorizations of the form t = w'10"ql0"qw,  (the constant v 
was defined right after (5.5)), and t contains no ms-blocks for some 
t~ <~m~ <~ni - -P i ,  i=  1,2. Then all the different factorizations are 
two-way coherent. At least K different derivations of s12t35 ~come from the 
same X~ '), and in two different factorizations, the distinguished subwords 
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0~ql0n~ are disjoint in t. Hence, the degree of direct ambiguity of this 
s12t3s 2 is at least K. By choosing appropriate t, we can make K artitrarily 
large. 
The second example is aimed at proving that the problem whether 
da(L) = oo or da(L) = 1 is recursively unsolvable in the family (L(M, N)}. 
Each L(M,N)  is of the form {s12w'~l~w3s2}, where s 1 ,s~E{0, 1}*, 
w' ~{N{0, 1}*}*M, w ~ N{{0, 1}*M}*, M and N are taken from a suitable 
family P of unambiguous context-free languages over another alphabet, say 
{a, b). 
I f  s12t3s 2 ~ L(M, N), then any coherent factorization of t the distinguished 
subword sfl2 must appear between a word of M and a word of N. Hence, 
if M (~ N = ~,  each t can have at most one coherent factorization and it is 
easy to see that L(M, N)  actually has an unambiguous grammar. I f  
M ~ N =26 ~,  then for every K > 0 there are words st2t3s 2 such that t has 
K coherent factorizations and in two different factorizations the distinguished 
subword ~1~ occurs in disjoint places in t. Hence, if M n N =~ ~ we have 
da(L(M, N)  ~ oo. It is well known, the family P can be chosen so that the 
problem whether M c~ N = Z is recursively unsolvable for M, N E P. 
Thus, we have proved 
THEOREM 4. Let L ~{L(M, N)  J M, N E P}. Then da(L) = oo if 
M n N ~/~ ~,  da(L) ~- a(L) = 1 if  M (~ N = ~.  But the subsets 
{L i aa(L) = 1}, {L ( aa(L) = ~} 
are not recursive. 
To conclude, we mention an open problem: Does there exist a context-free 
language L such that da(L) is not 1 or ov ? This is related to a problem raised 
by Eilenberg: L(G) of bounded ambiguity is a finite union of nonambiguous 
languages. True or false ? 
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